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Opened in 2001, the spa has quickly gained a following by those who relish personal

pampering. Ballantyne Spa was named a finalist among the top three spas in North America by

Condé Nast Johansens Awards in 2004 and again in 2005. Sophisticated travelers will recognize the

resort’s inclusion among the Starwood Luxury Collection.

The spa is just one facet of the experience at Ballantyne Resort. Travelers are able to improve

their golf game at the nationally ranked Dana Rader Golf School, then put their skills to the test on

the resort’s five-star golf course.

Reserve a day of pampering at the Ballantyne Resort by calling 704.248.4141. Or to view all 

that the spa has to offer, go on the Web to ballantyneresort.com.

MIDTOWN MARVEL  

When you walk through the door of New York

City’s luxurious Cornelia Day Resort you can 

tell immediately that the 21,000-square-foot 

Fifth Avenue penthouse spa is a true oasis of 

relaxation.

Founded by world-renowned skin-care

specialist Cornelia Zicu, the spa’s focus is on

personal attention and pampering, right down to having your own butler in the relaxation library.

One of the day resort’s best remedies is the intimate couples’ massage, where therapists customize

treatments for each pair and work in tandem for a truly blissful experience. Clients from all over the

world come for the signature facial, which promises to rebalance even the most fatigued skin.

From the moment you enter one of Cornelia’s 14 treatment rooms you know you’re in for a treat.

While one aesthetician applies masks and peels to your face and décolleté, another slathers a warm,

fragrant massage lotion into your arms, hands, and feet. You leave feeling relaxed and revitalized,

your skin glowing.

Learn more about the spa’s exclusive treatments by calling 212.871.3050 or by going on the

Web to cornelia.com.

LUXURY EMERGES   

There’s a new world of ultraposh luxury on the Boston skyline,

with the opening of Emerge by Giuliano, a five-story urban spa 

sanctuary on Newbury Street.

Emerge is for the sophisticated spa-goer who desires luxury,

privacy, and elegance. You’ll drink your chilled bottled water

out of china, not plastic. And you certainly won’t pour it

yourself. Disappear behind the closed doors of an exclusive VIP

suite, your own private hideaway for treatments. Lounge in a

pedicure throne behind a privacy slider. Or sip a smoothie among

the flora and fauna of the secluded roof garden (stone fireplaces

inside warm you when the weather outside is less than ideal). Men have their own respite — a

separate 

haven that lets them escape (hot lather shaves, pedicures, massages), but not too far (plasma TVs,

laptops with WiFi, shoe shines). 

Among the bamboo and moss greens (a delicate Asian influence), Emerge offers unparalleled 

services, including European Kur rituals; reiki, reflexology, and ear candling; massage, water 

therapy, and rejuvenating self-improvement treatments; and classic hair, skin, and nail care. The 

innovative on-site Mei Medical Spa, with its two fully licensed, board-certified plastic surgeons on 

staff, is the only one of its kind in the country. 

Emerge by Giuliano is located at 275 Newbury St. To reserve an appointment call 617.437.0006 

or visit the Web at emergespasalon.com. 
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